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EkahauEkahau: Software Architecture: Software Architecture

The positioning software The positioning software Ekahau Ekahau is composed to:is composed to:
 Ekahau Ekahau Position Engine (EPE 2.1)Position Engine (EPE 2.1)
 Ekahau Ekahau ManagerManager
 Ekahau Ekahau Client (3.0)Client (3.0)
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Ekahau Ekahau Position Engine 2.1 + ManagerPosition Engine 2.1 + Manager

Engine: Java based software that provides server functionality to localizedEngine: Java based software that provides server functionality to localized
device with device with wifi wifi protocol (802.11b).protocol (802.11b).

Manager: Java based application that supplies the possibility to use engineManager: Java based application that supplies the possibility to use engine
functionality with a comfortable graphic interface.functionality with a comfortable graphic interface.
With With Ekahau Ekahau Manager you can:Manager you can:

 Create e Manage positioning model, defining on they logical areas.Create e Manage positioning model, defining on they logical areas.
 Trace the position of associates devices.Trace the position of associates devices.
 Analyze the position accuracy.Analyze the position accuracy.
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Ekahau Ekahau Client 3.0Client 3.0

This software component allows the analysis of the Access Point signal powerThis software component allows the analysis of the Access Point signal power
(which AP compose the net infrastructure) and provides to EPE the(which AP compose the net infrastructure) and provides to EPE the
information about network necessary to localization.information about network necessary to localization.

This software is developed only for Windows platform (This software is developed only for Windows platform (WinXPWinXP, Win2K, Windows, Win2K, Windows
CE 3.0 e CE 3.0 e PocketPC PocketPC 2002) and it demands a specific 2002) and it demands a specific wifi wifi network cardnetwork card
supported by software.supported by software.

For more info about For more info about Wifi Wifi Network Cards compatibility refers to official website:Network Cards compatibility refers to official website:
http://www.http://www.ekahauekahau.com/products/client/ReleaseNotes3_0.html.com/products/client/ReleaseNotes3_0.html
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Hardware used during the testHardware used during the test

•• 2 AP D-Link DWL- 2 AP D-Link DWL-
2000AP (802.11b/g)2000AP (802.11b/g)

•• 1 Apple  1 Apple PowerbookPowerbook
used  like AP (802.11b/g)used  like AP (802.11b/g)

•• Hub 4  Hub 4 porte porte 10/10010/100
NetgearNetgear

••  1 notebook Dell with1 notebook Dell with
wifi wifi network cardnetwork card
Netgear Netgear WG511WG511
(802.11b/g)(802.11b/g)

•• 1 Compaq  1 Compaq Ipaq Ipaq withwith
pcmcia pcmcia extension-packextension-pack
and and wifi wifi network cardnetwork card
Avaya Avaya Gold (OrinocoGold (Orinoco
chipset)chipset)
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Hardware ConfigurationHardware Configuration

•• During the creation phase of the positioning model, We have found some During the creation phase of the positioning model, We have found some
problem related to the support of the problem related to the support of the wifi wifi network card network card Netgear Netgear because it isnbecause it isn’’tt
completely compatible with completely compatible with Ekahau Ekahau software, supplying wrong values of software, supplying wrong values of APs APs powerpower
signal.signal.

Therefore we have adopted two different configuration:Therefore we have adopted two different configuration:
- - Mapping phaseMapping phase::

--Dell notebook has been equipped with Dell notebook has been equipped with Avaya wifi Avaya wifi card because during thiscard because during this
crucial phase is indispensable have on the same device, the client and thecrucial phase is indispensable have on the same device, the client and the
manager applications.manager applications.

--  Tracking phaseTracking phase::
We have used the same configuration like the previous schema.We have used the same configuration like the previous schema.
In this phase is only necessary that the devices you which must be traced areIn this phase is only necessary that the devices you which must be traced are
equips with equips with wifi wifi card card ““FULLYFULLY”” supported. supported.
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Software configurationSoftware configuration

••  Ekahau Ekahau Position EnginePosition Engine
 While the installation on a Windows platform does not generate problems While the installation on a Windows platform does not generate problems
(because (because Ekahau Ekahau supplies an supplies an ““Only WindowsOnly Windows”” support) that one on other support) that one on other
platforms (Mac Os X e Linux) needs platforms (Mac Os X e Linux) needs ““somesome”” modifications to the installer. modifications to the installer.
During the execution phase we have not noticed any problem.During the execution phase we have not noticed any problem.

••  Ekahau Ekahau ManagerManager
 It is supplied in the same package of the Engine, so it has the same It is supplied in the same package of the Engine, so it has the same
problems during the installation. During the use, the application appearsproblems during the installation. During the use, the application appears
enough slow. In the calibration phase, it needs the Client installed on theenough slow. In the calibration phase, it needs the Client installed on the
same machine.same machine.

••  Ekahau Ekahau ClientClient
 After the installation of the exact drivers, the installation and the use has After the installation of the exact drivers, the installation and the use has
not created problems.not created problems.
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Phase 1: Wiring of the netPhase 1: Wiring of the net

Since the client devices must be always connectedSince the client devices must be always connected
to the engine, itto the engine, it’’s necessary a networks necessary a network
infrastructure (wired o realized through multipointinfrastructure (wired o realized through multipoint
bridge wireless).bridge wireless).

Guaranteed this condition, for the correctedGuaranteed this condition, for the corrected
position survey it can be used whichever AP whoseposition survey it can be used whichever AP whose
signal is collectable from the devices.signal is collectable from the devices.
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Fase Fase 2:2:  Creation of the positioning modelCreation of the positioning model

The model creation begins after the import of the map (jpg, The model creation begins after the import of the map (jpg, pngpng, bmp) and the, bmp) and the
setting of the map scale (pixels/meter).setting of the map scale (pixels/meter).
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Phase 2:Phase 2:  Drawing of the travel pathDrawing of the travel path

On the map you indicate the mostOn the map you indicate the most
frequently used routes, on which itfrequently used routes, on which it
will be possible to determine thewill be possible to determine the
points where carry out the calibration.points where carry out the calibration.

This phase is very important, becauseThis phase is very important, because
during the localization we haveduring the localization we have
noticed that the software tries  tonoticed that the software tries  to
bring the current position near thebring the current position near the
travel paths.travel paths.
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Phase 2:Phase 2:  CalibrationCalibration

For this operation it is necessary to set the device where is installed the ManagerFor this operation it is necessary to set the device where is installed the Manager
(it must be present also the Client) in some of the points of the tracking and to(it must be present also the Client) in some of the points of the tracking and to
carry out a sampling of the signal (operation that demands the parking of thecarry out a sampling of the signal (operation that demands the parking of the
device and its spin of 360° for a time of 20 sec).device and its spin of 360° for a time of 20 sec).
Such operation is difficult because of the dimensions of the device, being theSuch operation is difficult because of the dimensions of the device, being the
Manager usable only on notebook, and inaccurate for the insufficientManager usable only on notebook, and inaccurate for the insufficient
maneuverability and the possible interferences associated to it.maneuverability and the possible interferences associated to it.
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Phase 2: Logical AreaPhase 2: Logical Area’’s Definitions Definition

Ekahau Ekahau lets you to create logical areas, defined by a polygon on the map with anlets you to create logical areas, defined by a polygon on the map with an
associated name.associated name.

For each client device, during its localization, you will be able to locate itsFor each client device, during its localization, you will be able to locate its
position as well as the respective logical area.position as well as the respective logical area.
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Phase 3: LocalizationPhase 3: Localization

Finished the configuration stage, itFinished the configuration stage, it’’s possible to identify devices associated to thes possible to identify devices associated to the
Engine, locate their position and track their route.Engine, locate their position and track their route.

Besides itBesides it’’ss
possible topossible to
display thedisplay the

coverage areas ofcoverage areas of
available Accessavailable Access

Point and thePoint and the
global signal.global signal.
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Phase 3: LocalizationPhase 3: Localization
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ResultResult’’s Analysiss Analysis

The software, after the testThe software, after the test’’s phase, turn out that is enough reliable.s phase, turn out that is enough reliable.

From our analysis we have found out some lack and necessity:From our analysis we have found out some lack and necessity:

•• increasing global coverage, adding more Access Point, would grant more increasing global coverage, adding more Access Point, would grant more
precision;precision;

•• using an emulated AP, implemented with a laptop, has influenced the results using an emulated AP, implemented with a laptop, has influenced the results
because of poor strength of the emitted signal;because of poor strength of the emitted signal;

•• a better choice of the possible travel paths and a greater Sample Point resolution a better choice of the possible travel paths and a greater Sample Point resolution
should improve positioning accuracy;should improve positioning accuracy;

•• it it’’s required a careful environment structure's analysis and a careful Accesss required a careful environment structure's analysis and a careful Access
PointPoint’’s placement;s placement;

•• using the same  using the same wiwi--fi fi card employed for the calibrating phase assure a bettercard employed for the calibrating phase assure a better
efficiency during the next localization phase although software makes anefficiency during the next localization phase although software makes an
automatic correction based on the used chipset.automatic correction based on the used chipset.
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ResultResult’’s Analysiss Analysis

Here there is the surveysHere there is the surveys’’ map with the real position value and the surveyed from map with the real position value and the surveyed from
Ekahau Ekahau (in red):(in red):

The AccessThe Access
PointPoint’’ss
position isposition is
point out bypoint out by
the followingthe following
symbol:symbol:
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Ekahau Ekahau for Developer: SDKfor Developer: SDK

Ekahau Ekahau Position Engine offers for developers a Java Application ProgrammingPosition Engine offers for developers a Java Application Programming
Interface (API), called Interface (API), called Ekahau Ekahau SDK, contains:SDK, contains:

 Java Packages Java Packages
 Java-doc Java-doc

These tool let to create location-based application using API provided by theThese tool let to create location-based application using API provided by the
Position Engine.Position Engine.
Alternatively itAlternatively it’’s possible to use the s possible to use the Ekahau Ekahau YAX Protocol to connect to the EngineYAX Protocol to connect to the Engine
through socket.through socket.

Examples of interactions with the Engine:Examples of interactions with the Engine:
 Connection to an Position Engine Connection to an Position Engine
 Available devices survey Available devices survey
 Listeners Listeners’’ creation to get creation to get
localization, state and logical area datalocalization, state and logical area data
 Devices position Devices position’’s surveys survey
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Ekahau Ekahau for Developer: SDKfor Developer: SDK

We have positivelyWe have positively
tested the SDKtested the SDK’’s uses use

with a simplewith a simple
application example,application example,

that locate thethat locate the
devicedevice’’s position,s position,

statically selected.statically selected.


